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  NZCT230CL series specification 

 

 General description: 
ZCT230CL series inclinometers are developed 
and produced for Nordic Transducer. They are 
high accuracy, stable, 2-axis inclinometers. Total 
range is ±30°. To support different applications, 
there are RS-232, RS-485 or TTL interface. 

Features:  Applications: 
High cost performance, easy to 
install 
Built-in digital filter 
Shockproof 
Protection grade: IP68 

 Angle measurement, level adjusting 
Security control, monitoring, alarm 
Measurement of machinery arm 
Initial position control, tilt posture recorder 

specification：（ unless special note, the following are the typical value at room 
temperature 25 °C 

Performance  
specification 

Item 
Test 

condition 
Min 

value 
Typical 
value 

Max 
value 

Unit 

measuring 
range 

2-axis -30  +30 ° 

resolution   0.0025  ° 
accuracy   ±0.05  ° 
Output 

frequency 
 1.5 2  Hz 

Temperature 
drift at zero 

-20 --- +85  0.008 0.01 °/ 

Operating    
specification 

Supply voltage  8  28 V（DC） 
Operating 

current 
VCC=12V  25 30 mA 

Operating 
temperature 

 -20  +85  

others Cable length   1 
RS485 

800m 
m 

Housing size   72*72*45  mm 
Remark 1: measuring range means taking horizontal plane as zero, the largest angle 
which the sensor can measure in the four around direction  
Remark 2: resolution means the smallest angular increment at which a detectable change 
in output can be measured 
Remark 3: accuracy means the maximum deviation of the output from the absolute input 
angle 
Remark 4: to reduce the internal loss, DC 12V is recommended. If the supply voltage is 
greater than allowed range the sensor’s life time is decreased or broken down. When 
normally use, the above condition should avoid. 
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Remark 5: operating current means the input current when the supply voltage is 12V and 
no signal outputs. 
Remark 6: if the environment temperature outrange of the range, the sensor is possibly 
broken down or the sensor’s life is decreased. When normally use, the above condition 
should avoid 
Angle output : 
 ● defaulted setting of the serial port: 

1.brud rate：9600   
2.data bit：8bits, stop bit：1bit, parity bit：none 
3.interface :RS232 

 ● ASCII code format（there are 20 bytes in a set of output data） 
Byte1：X 
Byte2：＋/- 
Byte3：tens digit of the X axis angle  
Byte4：units digit of X axis angle 
Byte5：point“.” 
Byte6：one digit after the decimal point 
of X axis angle 
Byte7：two digit after the decimal point 
of X axis angle  
Byte8： three digit after the decimal 
point of X axis angle  
Byte9：0x20 
Byte10：0x20 

Byte11：Y 
Byte12：＋/- 
Byte13：tens digit of the Y axis angle 
Byte14：units digit of Y axis angle 
Byte15：point“.” 
Byte16：one digit after the decimal 
point of Y axis angle 
Byte17： two digit after the decimal 
point of Y axis angle  
Byte18：three digit after the decimal 
point of Y axis angle  
Byte19：0x0d 
Byte20：0x0a 

Form as follow: 

ITEAM   SIGNED   DATA    SPACE   ITEAM   SIGNED   DATA   STOP 

X       +/-    **.***    spac     Y      +/-    **.***  enter 

Eg: the current X axis angle is + 23.675 degrees, Y axis angle is -01.026degrees, and the 

display is: 

X＋23.675  Y－01.026 

Note: it will display 99.999 if it is out of range. 

User commands：  

attentions：  
 System will report the version information to host computer after power on. 
 If user sets related zero, system will output :“relative angle measure!” 
 System enters into angle output mode automatically. 
 When host computer sends command of“$”, then it comes into command mode. (in 

this mode, module just receives command, and not collects and sends angle 
information). 

 When host computer sends command o f“@” to module, it can exit the command 
mode, then it returns to angle output mode and continue to output the angle data . 
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 Module will store the information which is effective immediately in the ROM after 
receive the command. If power off, it still executes the commands. 

Related command words （take ASCII code as example, the received command words 
by modules are case sensitive ）： 
*^9600――baud rate is 9600; output “Baudrate:9600”(defaulted) when receive the 
command. 
*^1920――baud rate is 19200;output “Baudrate:19200” when receive the command. 
*^4800――baud rate is 4800; output “Baudrate:4800” when receive the command. 
*^1200――baud rate is 1200; output “Baudrate:1200” when receive the command. 
&S―― set the current angle as zero, store in ROM. Output :“set current zero over!” 
when receive the command. 
&R――clear the current zero setting. Output: “clear zero setting!” when receive the 
command. 
*RESET――restore factory setting. Output: “V” when receive the command, power off 
can be restore successfully. 

Installation size and definition of wire connection 

In order to gain the max change range of inclination, when the vector and the platform is in 
the normal position, the module shoud be installed horizontally. 

                         

Installation attentions: 

Incorrect installment will lead to a big tolerance on the measured angle. Make sure the 
correct installation of ‘two planes’ and ‘two lines’, please pay attention to the following two 
points: 

�: ‘two planes’ means mounting surface of the sensor should entirely be close to the 
mounting surface of the measured objects(the mounting surface of the measured objects 
should be horizontal as possible as it can). Angle is not allowed (eg: angle a in diagram A). 
Correct installation method refers to diagram B. 
:‘two lines’ means the axis line should be parallel to the axis line of the measured objects. 

Angle is not allowed (eg: angle b in diagram C). Correct installation method refers to 
diagram D. 

Wire connection：  

red―― VCC 

black―― GND 

yellow（green）―― TXD 

blue―― RXD 

Unit: mm 
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Order information：    Interface RS-485      part No：  NZCT230CL-485              

                       Interface RS-232                 NZCT230CL-232              

                       Interface TTL                    NZCT230CL-TTL              

Specifications subject to change without notice! 
 


